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Schedule
the timetable for the next days

July 8, 2003 // Excursion Day 1
Contestants
8:00
9:00
10:00
13:00
15:00
16:00
18:00
19:00

20:00

Leaders and Guests
Breakfast
JGH
Departure
Visit to Hülshoff Castle and Longinus Tower
Westfalian Lunch
Brauhaus Klute
Departure
Swimming Fun
Recreation
Freizeitbad Sudmühle
Dinner
JGH
4th OC meeting
Presentation of Tasks, Translation
JGH
Departure from Sudmühle

July 9, 2003 // Contest day 2
Contestants
7:30
9:00

2nd Contest Session
Paulinum

12:30
14:30
15:30
18:00

Lunch
JGH
Recreation

19:00
20:00

Fun

Culture and Disco Night

the one and only Garfield
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Leaders and Guests
Breakfast
JGH
Translation of Questions
Paulinum / JGH?
Lunch
JGH

Dinner
JGH
5th OC meeting
Conclusion of 2nd Contest Session
VIP Dinner
Kleiner Kiepenkerl
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Welcome contestants!

The “Biergarten”

Times of work, times of leisure

Times of leisure

You’ve done it! After working hard for

After the stress and the tension of the

five hours, the contestants finished the

contest, the contestants, guests and

first day of contest. But times of hard

team leaders were invited to have a tiny

work demand times of leisure. And so

tour around the castle and then relax in

this day will introduce you to the nice

the “Biergarten”. It is a German tradition

countryside, some sights and will give

that in the summer, when the weather is

you the opportunity to exercise a little

warm, the people sit down outside and

bit. So this magazine will deal with what

relax in the countryside instead of sitting

comes up today, but we will as well give

in a building. That way, the contestants

a glance back to yesterday’s events.

could relax and enjoy the countryside
while participating at a genuine German
tradition.

CEOI connects
International Friendships

After taking another group picture in
front of the castle – the symbol of the

The CEOI is not merely about the given

university – the contestants were happy

tasks. It is primarily about the people

to sit down and enjoy the nice weather.

participating in it. The American and

The atmosphere must have had a special

Iranian teams showed that it is also

influence on the delegation from the

about friendship and made an example

Netherlands,

of what the CEOI is also about.

singing “we will rock you”, “hakuna

because

they

started
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matata”, “eternal flame” and “sounds of
silence” after half an hour. As if that
wasn’t enough, they stepped on their
chairs and started singing even louder,
much to the confusion of the waitresses.

Contest
Times of work

Yesterday the first contest session took
place.

Since

men

have

met

their

machines a day before, there were no
problems to get started and to work on
the given tasks. Five hours of hard
working started at 9 am and therefore
the three given tasks had to be finished

Above: The delegation of the Netherlands at work

at 14 pm.

Quote of the day
Times of work

“Excuse me Mr. Pohl. My father would
like to know, when he should be here to
see my awarding ceremony…”
- Tobias Müller, Westphalian delegation.
(He tried to ask Dr. Pohl when the awarding
ceremony is.)
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Participants

Participants

Portraits of the Teams

Portraits of the Teams

Newsmag: Were your expectations met

Newsmag: Were your expectations met

so far?

so far?

Team: (Siavash) The stack of the

Team: Perfectly fine. It’s been nice.

computer wasn’t large enough.

N: Do you think you will win the contest?

(Leader) Our guide didn’t put the

T: No. We didn’t drink enough.

contestants into bed early enough. J

N: Is this the first time for you at a

That’s why they missed breakfast and

CEOI?

weren’t at full energy during the contest.

T: Yes. The team leader is experienced.

N: Although your contestants didn’t eat

It’s the first time for the contestants.

enough: Do you think you will win the

N: How were the tasks?

contest?

T: Appropriately hard.

T: Yes. (jokingly) We know everything.

N: Do you have a statement you want to

N: How were the tasks?

see in the newsletter?

T: They were not hard. They were very

T: The steaks of this cowntest are high.

easy. (smiling)
N: Is this the first time for you at a
CEOI?
T: Yes for the most contestants it is the
first time abroad:
N: Do you have a statement you want to
see in the newsletter?
T: Yesterday we walked around for two
hours in Münster and we saw every spot
of it J.
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